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ABSTRACT 

Cancer is one of the deadliest diseases in the world. According to 

The World Health Organization (WHO), 1 in every 12 women 

could have a breast abnormality in their lifetime. The Cancer 

Association of South Africa (CANSA) reports that 115000 South 

African citizens are diagnosed with cancer every single year and 

there is a 60% cancer survival rate. The most prevalent among the 

types of cancer is breast cancer in women with 1 out of 8 women at 

risk. Although cancer is curable in its primary stages, it is usually 

undetectable until only the later stages where it is harder to cure 

and even though there are methods to cure it, those often have 

terrible side effects and are expensive, and in some cases do not 

work. The use of technology, specifically deep learning in 

conjunction with already existing screening techniques could prove 

useful in the early detection of cancerous cells in the breast. 

Mammography is the leading breast cancer diagnosing technique. 

However, it has been found to have its shortcomings, for example: 

it is unable to detect possibly cancerous tumors in women with 

dense breasts. In this paper, we use a thermography dataset and a 

mammography dataset. These undergo image processing, including 

data augmentation, and deep learning is proposed to make a 

classification of either benign or malignant. A comparison between 

using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and using a state-of-

the-art CNN, VGG16, is made to see which one can better detect 

and classify tumors. The study shows that data augmentation has 

positive effects on the outcome of the accuracy on both the basic 

CNN and VGG16 models.  The VGG16 model outperforms the 

basic CNN model, however, it takes a longer time to train. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

With proper healthcare being an issue all over the world, the use of 

computers and technology greatly enhances the ability of 

healthcare professionals to do their job efficiently. 

Over the past decades, scientist have tried early screening as a 

means to combat cancer before it produces symptoms [1]. The 

increase of new technologies in the field of medicine, has made 

available hefty amounts of data pertaining to cancer. Some of these 

are on the internet. However, accurately diagnosing a disease 

outcome still remains a challenge for physicians [1]. It is found to 

be effective to detect breast cancer in the early stages, so as to 

increase survival rates. Mammography is said to be the leading 

breast cancer detection method, but it is unable to detect a tumor in 

women with dense breasts or with a tumor size less than 2mm and 

as a result can lead to high false positive or negative rates in these 

types of patients[2]. Additionally, imaging formation requires X-

ray radiation which also increases the risk of the patient having 

cancer[2]. A thermogram based detection can combat this problem.  

 

The idea behind thermography is that the breast produces infrared 

radiation which measures the heat radiated by the breast. 

Furthermore, a growing tumor has a higher metabolic percentage 

than the surrounding areas and associated rise in local 

vascularization [2]. This discovery helped prove that, because of 

asymmetric heat distributions, normal and abnormal thermography 

images differ [2]. Thermography can be used for women with dense 

breasts, younger women and women with breast implants. It is also 

non-invasive and non-ionizing making it a safer method of 

screening, and it is painless [2]. Its drawbacks, however, are that 

there is a lack of randomized trials to support it as a feasible 

standalone screening technique.  In this paper, thermography and 

mammography datasets are used and a comparative study between 

a basic Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and a state-of-the-

art CNN, VGG16, to see which one yields the best results in terms 

of accuracy and performance. We also investigate the effects of 

data augmentation on the accuracy of the results. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

AlFayez et al. [2]  conducted a comparative study between Extreme 

Learning Machine (ELM) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to see 

which one would have the best accuracy and performance. The 

results show that the ELM based breast cancer detection yielded 

100% accuracy while MLP yielded 82.2%, making ELM the best 

classifier to use. ELM was also found to be much faster than MLP.    

 

Kennedy et al.[3] proposed the combination of thermography and 

mammography. This combination yielded 95% sensitivity, while 

separately mammography-based detection achieved 90% and 

thermography-based detection had 83% sensitivity. 

 

Ekici et al. [4] used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on 

thermography images to detect breast cancer and yielded the 

following results. The accuracy of non-optimized CNN was 

97.91% and after the optimization of the parameters using Bayes 

optimization algorithm it was 98.95%. 

 

In [5], CNNs are used together with thermal images to detect breast 

cancer. Using the DMR-IR database found on the website 

(http://visual.ic.uff.br/dmi), a comparison between ResNet, 

SeResNet, VGG16, Inception, InceptionResNetV2, and Xception. 

They demonstrated that smaller less complex CNN architectures 

are better to use on the DMR-IR database. They further proposed a 

better CNN model than the state of art ones which also reduces 

overfitting during the training process.  

 

In [6], a comparison between two deep learning model networks 

which are VGG16 and ResNet50, is presented for classification of 

mammogram images from IRMA dataset. The results showed that 

VGG16 yields a result of 94% accuracy while ResNet50 yields 

91.7%.  

 

In [7], data augmentation was applied to the dataset to improve the 

accuracy of the convolutional neural network as well as 

‘Handcrafted Features + Convolutional neural network’ and 

‘Convolutional neural network Features+ Classifier’ configurations 

[7]. The results show that CNNs performed better than the 

handcrafted feature-based classifier with accuracy between 96.15% 

and 98.33% for the binary classification and between 83.31% and 

88.23% for multiclass classification [7].  

The binary classification yielded better results than multiclass 

classification. This is because the number of classes was greater in 

multiclass classification. Another reason was the small dataset. 

Although image augmentation was applied to increase the set, in 

multiclass classification, it worked well for some classes and not so 

well for others. 

 

Sajjad et al. [8], proposed a deep CNN for brain tumor 

classification, and while this is not breast cancer classification, 

some of the techniques used in this study are useful. They used 

image augmentation to combat their lack of sufficient data, and 

because of this, they conducted experiments on the normal data and 

augmented data separately. They performed the experiments on 

two datasets, a radiopeadia dataset which is further divided into 

four grades and brain tumor dataset, and they divided these into 

50% training, 25% cross validation and 25% testing. For the first 

dataset, the accuracy is as follows for the grades: 90.03% which 

increases to 95.5% after augmentation, 89.91% increases to 

92.66%, 84.11% increases to 87.77% and 85.50% to 86.71% [8]. 

For the second dataset, the sensitivity and specificity increases from 

84.51% to 88.41% and 93.34% to 96.12% respectively [8]. Data 

augmentation proved to positively impact accuracy. 

3 PROPOSED APPROACH  

In this work, a CNN is contrasted against a state-of-the-art CNN, 

VGG16, to see which one yields better results when it comes to 
classification.  

 

 

Figure 1: Breast cancer detection system. 

 

3.1 CNN Architecture 

The concept of convolutional neural networks was brought about 
by Yann LeCun in the 1990s, with LeNet5 being one of the very 
first CNNs [9]. 

In this work, we build a CNN. The CNN has 4 convolutional layers, 
4 max pooling layers, 1 fully connected layer and a softmax layer. 

• First layer: Filter size is 3 by 3 and 64 feature maps 

• Max pool layer: 2 by 2 windows, stride 2 and no padding 

• 2nd layer: Filter size is 3 by 3 and 96 feature maps 

• Max pool layer: 2 by 2 windows, stride 2 and no padding 

• 3rd layer: Filter size is 3 by 3 and 128 feature maps 

http://visual.ic.uff.br/dmi
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• Max pool layer: 2 by 2 windows, stride 2 and no padding 

• 4th layer: Filter size is 3 by 3 with 256 feature maps 

• Max pool layer: 2 by 2 windows, stride 2 and no padding 

• Fully connected layer where number of hidden units is 
the number of classes 

• Softmax layer 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2: The proposed CNN architecture 

3.2 VGG16 Architecture 

VGG16 consists of 16 convolutional layers and has a very uniform 

architecture, which makes it appealing. Figure 3 shows the basic 
architecture of VGG16. The layers are as follows: 

• Convolution with 64 filters 

• Convolution with 64 filters and max pooling 

• Convolution with 128 filters 

• Convolution with 128 filters and max pooling 

• Convolution with 256 filters 

• Convolution with 256 filters 

• Convolution with 256 filters and max pooling 

• Convolution with 512 filters 

• Convolution with 512 filters 

• Convolution with 512 filters and max pooling 

• Fully connected layer with 4096 nodes 

• Fully connected layer with 4096 nodes 

• Output layer with softmax activation, with 1000 nodes 

 

 

Figure 3: VGG16 architecture 

 

3.3 The Datasets 

A dataset consisting of thermal images is used in this study. The 
dataset is a DMR-IR database found on the website 
(http://visual.ic.uff.br/dmi). Presently, this database has 287 cases 
of voluntary patients’ diagnoses with thermal images included, the 
diagnoses are classified as healthy, sick and unknown-meaning the 
status of the patient is not available. The images are 640 × 480 
pixels in size These diagnoses are made using mammography or 

biopsy, although mammography images are not available for all the 
patients and so we will use the thermography images with the 
mammography diagnoses. These images are not readily available 
in a zipped file for downloading so a significant amount of work 
needs to be done to download them and label them.  

In this project, only a select number of images could be utilized. Of 
the 287 images in the database, 219 were classifies as either sick or 
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healthy and the rest were unknown. We do not need the unknown 
images, and so we use only the 219.  

 

Figure 4: Sample thermal image of two patient chest 

areas. Left patient is healthy while right patient is sick 

A second dataset containing mammography images is also used in 
this study as a reference point to see whether or not thermography-
based screening more or less matches its’ performance, does better 
than it or does poorly.  

This dataset is the MIAS database [10]. The images are 1024 by 
1024 pixels. There are 322 images in total. There are six classes of 
abnormality presented and one normal class, and the character of 
the background tissue is also stated, whether the tissue is fatty, fatty 
glandular or dense glandular. The classes of abnormality are, 
calcification (calc), circumscribed masses (circ), speculated masses 
(spic), ill-defined masses (misc), architectural distortion (arch), and 
asymmetry (asym). There is also a specified severity of the 

abnormality, classed as either benign or malignant [10]. 

 

Figure 5: Sample mammography image of two patient breasts. 

Left patient has a benign tumor while right patient has a 

malignant tumor 

3.4 Data Preprocessing 

The datasets undergo the same preprocessing. 

Mammography images  

First, the dataset goes through Contrast Limited Adaptive 
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [11], which enhances the quality 
of the images without altering the information in the image. The 
general equation to achieve histogram equalization is, 

 

ℎ(𝐼) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑖)− 𝑐𝑑𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛

(𝑚𝑥𝑙)−1
(𝐿 − 1))            ( 1) 

 

where 𝑖 is the pixel intensity, 𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑖) is the cumulative distribution 

function of 𝑖, 𝑐𝑑𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum non zero value of 𝑐𝑑𝑓, 𝑚𝑥𝑙 
is the image size, L is the number of gray levels used and h(I) is the 

equalized values of 𝑖 [11]. 

 

Figure 6: On the left is the original image, and on the right is 

the image that underwent CLAHE processing.  

Thermography images 

We aim to distinguish the abnormality and normality of the breast 
tissue by looking at which one has the higher intensity, usually one 

with high intensity is likely to be ‘sick’. 

The thermography dataset undergoes the same CLAHE 

preprocessing to enhance the images so that the models are better 
able to read them. 

3.5 Selecting a region of interest  

Mammography images 

The MIAS dataset has an information file included, where it 
specifies the image number, the background tissue, the class of 
abnormality, the severity of the abnormality (whether benign or 
malignant), x and y image coordinates of center of abnormality 
and finally, the radius of a circle enclosing the abnormality [10].  
For the simplicity, we consolidate the classes of abnormality from 
six classes to only two. These are, Benign (for benign masses) and 

Malignant (for malignant masses).  

We want to perform binary classification, therefore the images 
labeled ‘normal’ are of no use to us. This reduces the dataset to 
114 images, 63 of them belong to the benign class and 51 are 

malignant.  

The mammography images undergo CLAHE image processing 
and are then fed into the CNN and VGG16 to make the 
classification. The region of interest is specified by emphasizing 

the input shape before the training of the models begins.  

Thermography images 

The thermal images are first cropped to focus more on the chest 

area, removing unnecessary areas like the neck in the images. Then 
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k-means clustering is used to segment the images using the 
following algorithm [11]; 

• Number of k cluster is defined to label a region 
 

• Each data point is assigned to a nearest cluster by 
calculating sum of squared distance between the data 
points and clusters 
 

• Iterate until the data point does not change the cluster 

 

 

Figure 7: Before and after CLAHE and segmentation 

Following this, the images will then be fed into a basic CNN and 
VGG16 to classify them into either sick or healthy.  

Data Augmentation 

Both datasets have a limited amount of images to test on and while 
that has not been a significant problem in previous research, see [4], 
data augmentation is used to increase these images so that we have 
a larger database. We will classify on both the normal data and the 
augmented data to see what impact data augmentation has on the 

accuracy of the classification.  

To perform the augmentation, the Keras ImageDataGenerator was 

used, and a series of rotations, flips and zooms were made to alter 
the images slightly in order to make the dataset larger.  

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

The data processing as well as experimentation was performed on 
Google Colab, utilizing the GPU as the runtime. This is because 

training images is taxing on the system, and usually takes a long 
time to complete – the GPU is able to speed up that process. The 
libraries used were the IPython libraries, keras, and tensorflow 
libraries. A Lenovo i3 core laptop was used as the machine. 

We had two datasets, both of which underwent the same type of 
experimentation for the sake of consistency. The thermal image 
dataset, with a total of 219 images was severely unbalanced and so 
it had to be slightly augmented to somewhat balance out. The total 
number of images classifies under ‘sick’ was 44, while the 
‘healthy’ images came to a total of 44. Therefore, the ‘sick’ images 

had to be augmented to match the ‘healthy’ images.  Before any 
augmentation was done on any of the datasets, a small fraction of 
images (20 images – 10 from thermal dataset, and 10 from MIAS 
dataset) was extracted from each dataset, to set aside for testing on 
once the models were trained and validated. The MIAS images 

were augmented to a total of 934 images, with the classes split 
50:50. The Thermal Images were augmented to a total of 2798, with 

the classes also split 50:50. All of the models were trained with 50 
epochs, which after a number of experiments with epochs ranging 
from 10 to 100, was the ideal number across both models. With 
bigger processing power, perhaps a lot more experimentations with 
the epochs can be done. 

Thermal dataset experimentation 

The data was split with an 80:20 ratio, where 80% was for training 
and 20% for validating.  

Table 1: Results on original data 

 

 CNN VGG16 

Train 91% 92% 
Validate 85% 92% 

 

Figure 8: Accuracy for VGG16 on original data 

 

Figure 9: Accuracy for basic CNN on original data 

 

Table 2: Results on augmented data 

 CNN VGG16 

Train 91% 98% 
Validate 91% 94% 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Accuracy for basic CNN on augmented data 

 

Figure 11: Accuracy for VGG16 on augmented data 

From the results, we can see the accuracy of the basic CNN model 
moved from 85% on the original data, to 91% on the augmented 
dataset. The accuracy of the VGG16 moved from 92% on the 
original data, to 94% on augmented data. Therefore, augmentation 

has positive effects on the accuracy.  

MIAS dataset experimentation 

A ratio of 80:20 was used, where 80% of the data was for training, 

and the rest for validation. 

Table 3: Results on original data 

 CNN VGG16 

Train 98% 99% 
Validate 54% 50% 

 

Figure 12: Accuracy for CNN on original data 

 

Figure 13: Accuracy for CNN on original data 

 

Table 4: Results on augmented data 

Epochs CNN VGG16 

Train 90% 90% 
Validate 61% 90% 

 

 

Figure 14: Accuracy for CNN on augmented data 
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Figure 15: Accuracy for VGG16 on augmented data 

We can also see here that the accuracy of the basic CNN model 
moved from 54% on the original data, to 61% on the augmented 
dataset. Therefore, augmentation has positive effects on the 
accuracy. The VGG16 model greatly improves from 50% to 90%. 

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

While thermography is not used as a standalone screening method, 
it shows great promise when used in conjunction with 
mammography or another screening method. This study shows that 
with the proper processing techniques and optimization of deep 
learning models, breast cancer diagnosis can be made more 

efficient using deep learning models. This study addresses the 
problem of data not being available and tests the accuracy 
difference between normal data and augmented data. 
Classifications using the VGG16 and a CNN are made to see which 
one yields better results on both the normal data and the augmented 
data. Two datasets are experimented on and analyzed to see which 
one yields better classification results. We find that the issue 
regarding augmentation, however, is the possibility of having 

overdone the augmentation and distorted the images to a point 
where reading them would be difficult. With a small dataset such 
as the one we worked with, this is possible, and so better methods 
of augmentation for medical images need to be looked into. Both 
the VGG16 model and the basic CNN model performed better on 
the thermal image dataset, and had a fair performance on the MIAS 
dataset. The study shows that certainly, CNNs can be used as a 
means to assist physicians in the early detection of breast cancer. 
However, the images have to be processed properly, and the models 

optimized to make the outcomes better. Future work includes a 
further look into optimization techniques, through adjustment of 
the hyper-parameters, and using algorithms like the Bayesian 
optimization algorithm or a particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
algorithm. 
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